Introduction

Let the function f E C([O,00)) fl C'((O
00)) be such that it remains positive, or it has a finite number of positive zeros and changes its sign accross any of them. For a=n-1>1 (neN) and any uo>0, the problem is known to have a unique solution u E C 2 ([0, no)) which is positive in some interval [0, p) [3, 6] . For p > 0, finite or not, we will investigate some uniqueness conditions for the associated problem 
2) 1 + = It > 01 1(t) > 01 and F = {t > 01 F(t) > 0}.
3) V( t ) =j
and A denotes any zero of . 
4) (t) = 1, = It >01 (t) <0) and + = It >01 (t) > 0
Main results
Let p > 0 be finite or not. 
Theorem 1. If f(t) is decreasing in t >
Theorem 3. Assume that 4LS! >0 in (0,A) and L!1< 0 in (A,c,o). If f' <0
in some interval (0, &] 
Preliminaries
Let u be a solution of problem (E), -positive on I = (ro,r2 ). After multiplying the equation in problem (E) by u', integration on I leads to the identity
U' (2) , u has to be decreasing in some interval (0,r), u' < 0 and decreasing as long as 1(u) > 0 in (0,r). From the equation, if u'(r i ) = 0 for some r 1 > 0 (r i being the first such r), u"(r i ) = -f(u(r i )). Identity (1) and (2) 
R is strickly increasing on I.
Note that the condition (u'v -uv 1 )(R) 0 can be replaced by (u'v -uv')(R) 5 0 for the case (i) and by (u'v -uv')(R) ^: 0 for the case (ii).
Proof. It is enough to notice that the function
whence W < 0 on I. Statement (ii) follows from a similar argument U Lemma 3. Let u and v be two distinct solutions of problem (E) which are non-
then either t,& has a zero in {u(r),v(r)} for r E I or u(r) = v(r) has a solution in I.
(ii) If u(r j ) = v(ri ) and u(r2 ) = v(r2 ), then has a zero in {u(r),v(r)} for r < r2.
Proof. (i) From identity (3),
changes the sign at some R E I and either
The later case implies that 0 has a zero in {u,v} for r E {R 1 ,R2 } by the mean value theorem.
•0
(ii) Without loss of generality, suppose
there exists R i E I such that
As u > v and u' < 0 in I, we have
If u and v are two distinct solutions of problem (E) and s > 0 is such that
The next lemma is easy to verify. 
I_r(t) c n {f'
0} : Proof. (i) The claim follows from the fact that remaining in the same component /, if u -v has two distinct zeros, then is strictly monotone between them with the same value 1 in both ends. That cannot hold.
\). For u and v two solutions of problem (E) with u(A) > v(A) > A and (u'v -uv')(A) 0, if u(r i ) = v(r i ) A, then u(r)
(ii) Let u >-v > A in some subset of
Suppose that u(R) = v(R)
A and
Therefore 11 is increasing-in some r > R with the value 1 at R. We and Z we find that Z is decreasing in (ro, R') which conflicts with their values at R'. The assumption cannot hold. So there is an R" E I such that u(R") = v(R"). As
The second part of statement (i) follows the same process as for s E (0, t2 f ) and 
